WARNING

Change in Otto Bock 10S17 Wrist Rotator

Otto Bock has changed the design of their 10S17 Wrist Rotator. The most recent version (manufactured after September 2008) has a new circuit board which contains components not previously used with this device. Bock’s stated intent for the change is to limit the voltage supplied to the motor to a maximum of 9 volts.

Since the part number of this device did not change, you may be uncertain which version of the rotator you have. To determine this, remove the plastic cap on the back and check the circuit board. The photograph to the left shows the two circuits. The new circuit board (right) contains additional components that were not on the original circuit board (left).

The new wrist rotator circuit board will cause damage to third-party products like the Boston Digital Arm and this damage is not covered by the LTI warranty. Therefore the rotator cannot be used as supplied by Bock. In order to use this rotator with the Boston Digital Arm, these new circuit components must be removed. Liberating Technologies will perform this modification for you if you authorize us to do so. Although this modification will not affect the performance of the rotator, it will void the manufacturer’s warranty for this product.

Since Otto Bock changed this product but did not change the part number, it is also important to make note of this and keep a copy of this document in the patient’s file. In the event the wrist rotator has to be replaced in the future, the clinician will be aware of the modification made to the original rotator in order to prevent damage to the prosthesis.

I hereby authorize LTI to modify the Otto Bock wrist rotator circuit board. I understand that this will void any warranty offered for the rotator.

____________________________________________________________________________________________

Signature of authorized representative
______________________________________________  _____________
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